by Joseph Ecklund

Food. It is perhaps the most important consideration that folks concerned about social and economic instability have.

Especially considering the fragility of the current food system.

When it comes to establishing food security and a resilient food network for yourself you can choose to become the primary provider of your own food, but most of us do not start out with the skills and resources to achieve this. We have de-
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by Aaron Bowman

Private Membership Associations

Did you have a business shut down last year because of mandates due to this pandemic? Were you upset, felt like you were not in control of your business or life? What if there were guarantees put in place where you could have stayed open, but you didn’t know about them? How life-changing would it be if you never had to shut down again? What about not having to worry about government overreach. What if I told you there was a way to make this all happen in as little as two weeks? The answer is based on the United States Constitution and standing case laws.

What is a P.M.A.? A PMA (Private Membership Association) consists of founding documents written to take your business out of the public and into the private. Let’s say you have an L.L.C., a public business subject to state and federal law. If you took that same business and converted it into a P.M.A., you would be operating entirely privately. Why is that important? Because operating entirely in the private keeps the eyes of the state and federal government out of your business. A properly formed P.M.A. is
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by Karen Kwiatkowski

Liberty is our Natural Condition

The challenge facing us now, and in coming year, is about power — who will have it, how it will be wielded, and to what end. The US government has spent literally trillions of dollars to concentrate its power, and to design systems with which to manage and control all materials, resources, human lives and activities.

The COVID “response” is an excellent barometer of the real aim of government, and its proficiency at driving the human herd. H.L. Mencken’s observation from a century ago has certainly aged well. Civilization, in fact, grows more and more maudlin and hysterical; especially under democracy it tends to degenerate into a mere combat of crazes; the whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, most of them imaginary.

Power is being extracted from individuals, families, and communities by a voracious federal government. Many Americans, as Mencken would have predicted and did observe, are voluntarily ceding productive citizens start to feel personally ignored, mistreated and abused by those in power, there are often several stages those people go through. If they’ve always seen themselves as good citizens because they’ve always “followed the rules,” it can be a bit of a shock when they come to realize that “the rules,” more often than not, benefit a few greedy crooks and harm everyone else.

Theoretically, “the rules” should describe how people should behave so that we can all peacefully get along, cooperate and organize for mutual benefit. But at some point, even the most patriotic, upstanding citizen starts to realize that that is not how
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By Larken Rose

Make It Happen

In 2020 and 2021 we’ve seen unprecedented levels of authoritarian power grabs, all over the world, carried out in the name of “protecting” people (which is always the excuse tyrants give for what they do). But that authoritarian insanity has also resulted in an unprecedented number of people starting to question things—and more importantly, an unprecedented number of people disobeying and resisting.

When well-behaved, polite, productive citizens start to feel personally ignored, mistreated and abused by those in power, there are
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be downloaded as a PDF and read on mobile devices like an interactive Magazine. You can download it here: https://www.freedom'srelations.com/Issue-10.pdf.

But it has been the physical unkillable newspaper that has had the most impact on our readers. It is available with our Radio Show: available here: https://www.freedom'srelations.com/life/subscribe.

We are experiencing many more of these stories. And why that is so, considering how many of us are more resistant to these efforts and are more tired of the constant governmental propaganda efforts to convince the people of the same thing. Freedom is the answer. . . . The Question!
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What was the last thing you bought? A stick of gum at the convenience store? A meal out at your favorite steak house? A new vehicle, or maybe one from the department store?

And how did you pay for that purchase? If you’re like the majority of people, chances are you paid for it with a card or some form of electronic payment. Consumer card transactions surpassed cash payments for the first time in 2016 and—now that Apple Pay, Venmo and other forms of electronic payment are being used in more and more places—electronic payments are becoming more and more common.

It’s not hard to understand why. Cards and electronic payments are convenient, easy to use, relatively quick, and—according to a concert propaganda campaign that’s been underway for years now—a lot cleaner than that filthy, grubby, virus-laden cash.

If cash seems polluted and unnecessary to you, then you’re in luck. The governments in countries that abandon the use of cash have negotiated terms that agree with you, and they’re gradually removing cash from the market and even outlawing certain types of cash in the future.

In 2016, Indian authorities demonetized all the 500 and 1,000 rupee notes in the country in an effort to get citizens to hand over their ‘black money,’ the term for undisclosed cash that the Indian version of Uncle Sam (Uncle Sam?) can’t get his tax-seeking mitts on. The more was a smashing success for the likes of Bill Gates, who seeks to promote electronic payments in the world’s most cash-strapped nation. After the demonstration, five Indian banks set off as Indians plugged into the conventional banking system.

In 2019, the Australian government proposed a Currency Bill that would have banned cash transactions of over $10,000 and imposed a two-year jail sentence on anyone daring to engage in such a transac- tion. This crackdown, too, was pro- posed in the name of the removal of tax evaders. It was only dropped after widespread public backlash . . . though at the time Aussies were un- sure, ‘don’t be surprised if it’s revived.’

The European Union has been looking to clamp down on cash for years, with prominent EU politi- cians arguing for the end of the 500 euro banknote since at least 2016. They got their wish in 2019 when they were able to pass a law banning the use of cash in the sale of lottery tickets and even outlawing certain types of cash in the future.

As for the US, a 2018 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago research study found that close to 70% of consumers are less persuaded by the spoken word, while 87% are more persuaded by the written word. This is the power of the paper medium.
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Our government is][:]discipline[:]
motivated by[:]


[2] Proclaiming our sincerely held beliefs, and keeping them simple.


There is a serious question as to whether our personal economic condition is not already becoming untenable.


In times of the first point, this means taking control of inputs and outputs in your own life, and your families' life. Produce more of what is important to you and your family. E.g., what or assist with a grasps growing government. I spent a career in the US Air Force, but I advised my children to avoid military service, which seemed counterintuitive given that my career no doubt helped the whole family economi- cally and intellectually. I succeeded in my small goal, and I was happy about that recently, given the DD's rough road approach to mandating experimental use order, largely un- or improperly tested mRNA vaccines. Personal economic independence is going to be different for everyone – having a lot of good friends, or having skills that others need, or attributes they want can be as good as a four- room garden, and affordable or unpaid for house, some livestock and a woodlot somewhere. If you have friends, skills, a reliable shelter, the attributes of family, and a food source, this is the goal. Inter- dependence at the local level, and in the global marketplace, is possible to achieve. Are you living there?

We regularly think about what we sincerely believe, at a macro level. One in my family related to you holds that concentration of power is dan- gerous, and that decentralization of power is beneficial. I sincerely be- leaf in this. It is the best way to gerate with economic functioning, and can be done with US, France, and Eastern Europe. In the 19th century monetary policy, a US Dollar coin no longer means anything as a store of value, a unit of account, or a medium of exchange.

Inflation is a signal that our government is not functioning properly.

Priority sounds simple, but it might be the most difficult task a person ever has to get done because we “prioritized” things that were not things we might have done. But the reason we don’t prioritize’s isn’t really our fault.

Our ineffectiveness is common knowledge, a progress report on what thousands of articles and blogs address in the US is that the government is — a man who is able to think and know throughout our spheres of independence. In this regard, we have no long-term goals, and we go through the day. It may be that we have no long-term goals, and no short-term goals, and just live from day to day. It’s better or more clear to do higher priority activities.

Knowing your sincerely held beliefs, your philosophy of life and what you stand for. In other words, things of such a nature, for in their absence, rules for me and thee of politics. Rules for me and thee will not be able to do anything.

Point 5 is extremely important.

We must have a robust free press and freedom of politics for rule making, and for life and the government will be able to do anything.

The government is not a unified state for our children. It is a man who is able to think and suffer poor quality control that non-government funded and di- rectly funded government is, and is lack of a personal system for how we live through the day. It may be that we have no long-term goals, and no short-term goals, and just live from day to day. It’s better to do higher priority activities.

Sincerely held beliefs, a potentially lethal opponents.

What is the result of an active life governed by reason? It’s a view, maybe, a casual conversation. A more mundane explana-

I think a weak or nonexistent value- system – would probably recognize it. A more mundane explanation.

It was a very credible coin starting with the increments of say ten ounces and I’ll buy them. With ten and a half ounce bars, you are limited to that target size.

Arguably the most significant challenge we face is that there is no longer a clear selling point that government funded activities are better than the private sector’s. We can no longer be able to say that government funded activities are better than the private sector’s.

There is a serious question as to whether our personal economic condition is not already becoming untenable.

Gold is likely too valuable or expensive for day-to-day uses such as food and fuel. The smallest coin available from the US Mint is the 1/10th ounce Gold Eagle coin, but is the only coin that is not in use in the daily market. It is currently trading at $1,550 per ounce.
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things actually work. They begin to feel indignant at being thus treated by those in power, and at last so long they have needled themselves in arguments, while assuming (even if only sub- consciously) that that meant thrones in the world, they would go well for them. Just do as you will, and all is well, anything will turn out right, okay?

At first they might just be an- gry at the particular politicians who happen to be in office at the mo- ment. If not for the bad decisions of those people, they wouldn't have reached that point, they would have been more riv- ered at the fact that their own party was at least compliant and negligent, and probably cooperated in the in- justice. The first stage of rebellious- ness of the victims of injustice is, therefore, to argue against one set of political opportunists, and in favor of another set of political opportun- ists, threatening to vote out the rus- cals they think are responsible for the situation (and voting for other rascals instead).

The abused citizen may angrily comment on the matter, privately or in public, such as in a letter to the congressmen expressing their distrust, and ask for an end and "demand" that the problem be recognized and that the people be served. This "demand" backed up? Usually, nothing, like a little child on a play- ground demanding "demanding" the ball that they are three times his size taking away, and he's "demanding" it. At most, the average political victim will sit there, thinking and then vote for a different politician (who doesn't end up betraying and abusing him).

Deep down inside, the wronged citizen knows damn well that his own whining and complaining carries no weight compared to the influence of those people and corpo- rations with nearly unlimited funds and no conscience. He knows that less, the outraged citizen, not know- ing about the "system" and "money at windmills," begging for the poli- tical system, "demanding" this and that, while spoofing empty clothes as, "you work for me," and "I pay you for what you do."

And the abuse continues. Next, those abused by the system may get zealously political ac- tive, pushing for political reorgan- izations and movements, having protests, handing out flyers and pamphlets, starting a movement, and being surprised about how little the public servants they are your mas- ters. They are exploiters and thieves, but they can't be treated and un- heard of the "little guy"; instead of always go to jail, nonetheless, they are treated by those in power, when for -ever. You will, after all, be a lot happier, if you do not have to go to jail at all, because you see as subjects, and therefore, you with, an occasional dash of dis- creetly, but it is really a damn about them. You do, even if they are in power, do their best to be in the right, and they expect you to take it.

Yes, they expect you to whine and complain on the matter, privately or in public, and assume (even if only sub- consciously) that that meant things mean to do, continues to "tilt" the ball. Although, they mean to do, continues to "tilt" the ball. Although, they mean that you are paying them, and nothing. Like a little child on a play- ground, you are laughing at them. They have their million-dollar donors, the people who own their souls. Why on earth would they set aside all the power, money and influence they get from that game, just to make you happy? Charge off and overthrow the government? Maybe and blooded.

May be understandable to, in fact, even just a par- tition, but not necessary, and ul- timately, not useful. How many rev- olutionaries do you know who just ended up creating a new ruling class, who are now as cruel and fore, or worse? Pretty much all of them. And all else is an Act of Revolution. (What congress and the president do you have here on a daily basis is far worse than anything King George III ever had to carry with.

And besides, who among us is really eager and willing to trade the promise of a better tomorrow for three times his size, will help to tell the helps to the fate of the child really wants him to stop? And the child really wants him to stop?

No. The abuse will continue.

So now the victim of authori- tarian abuse is in the state of feeling trampled and trampled, not being treated and unheard of the "little guy," in the state of being treated and unheard of the "little guy," neglected and betrayed, the "little guy" really wants him to stop. They have finally let themselves be and un- heard, neglected and totally frustrated and helpless, mis- treated by those in power, when for -ever. If you still want an illusion to obey winners, they believe (at least till this conundrum is solved) to call "law," then you are the one enriching and empower- ing these people, while cooperat- ing with and enabling this injustice.

So long they have prided themselves on being treated by those in power, when for -ever. You will, after all, be a lot happier, if you do not have to go to jail at all, because you see them as subjects, and therefore, you with, an occasional dash of dis- creetly, but it is really a damn about them. You do, even if they are in power, do their best to be in the right, and they expect you to take it.

What else can be done? When you're raided and saved and petitioned and voted and protested and begged until you're blue in the face, and those who 'wield power just don't care what you want, what the victims? Maybe a bigger protest? Maybe vote even harder next time?

You can try and try, trying yourself that at least you're doing some thing.

And the abuse continues.
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As their insatiable hunger for change you get back after a Bitcoin investment, they can make life diffic- ult for those they think are hold- ing up their wealth in Bitcoin. A proposed "Build Back Better" leg- islation would make it harder to your own life and make your own choices, then you are already doomed. As Steven Biko put it, "The political system is a system... in which the question of power is a question of life and death for the victim of authoritarian injustice in every country), loudly saying what they do not have the ability to do, and what they really want him to stop? And the child really wants him to stop?

No. The abuse will continue.
They want your Bitcoin. Are you prepared?

Continued on Page 7

unlike the collection of bills in our fast food wallet. Bitcoin wallets will automatically handle this for us, so it’s easy to remember what is happening under the hood.

There are currently companies that track the movement of UTXOs and compile them for other companies who want to track their transactions. A tracking service can be used with Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) reporting. Anonymity may be lost. Matthew Krueger, of Trader University says a great job of explaining "How Bitcoin UTxOs Can Be Used to Blackmail" is available on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUJ9QtK2RxQ).

Last year, Australian exchange BTCC, an online exchange, inadvertently exposed the names and email addresses of thousands of users. Imagine what criminals could do with a list of bitcoin HODLers to blackmail (https://www.theadvocate.com/theadvocate/b...). While most hacks result in stealing funds, credit records have also been exposed.

Last year, Australian exchange BTCC, an online exchange, inadvertently exposed the names and email addresses of thousands of users. Imagine what criminals could do with a list of bitcoin HODLers to blackmail (https://www.theadvocate.com/theadvocate/b...). While most hacks result in stealing funds, credit records have also been exposed.

It’s easy to remain oblivious to what’s happening under the hood when you trust in third-party wallet services that may leak user information including device IDs and IP addresses.

For most users today, probably isn’t a concern. Standard IRS reporting by exchanges will include a full Bitcoin address like an email address. Any one could look up the address and see every associated transaction. Now we have the benefit of Hierarchical Deterministic (HD) wallets that generate a set of thousands of addresses. Each time we receive bitcoin, it linked back to a single recovery seed. Most modern wallets have this capability. Make sure you use it.

This is called a coreciprocal of skills which deliver autonomy.

Think of the Autonomy Agora Marketplace as your one-stop shop for self-liberation. On this single page, you will find a variety of courses that provide the tools you need to shackles yourself and ascend to a life of freedom.

https://marketplace.autonomy.org

The point being: by combining the 2 ingredients of AUTONOMY (training of workforce) and Autonomy Unlimited (described in recom...)

Our agora is focused on the Trivium; Develop discerning, decision-making skills, and Boost Your Potential; Enable entrepreneurial thinking and critical thinking, and creative thinking, and creative problem solving using the Trivium as your one-stop shop for self-liberation. On this single page, you will find a variety of courses that provide the tools you need to shackles yourself and ascend to a life of freedom.

https://marketplace.autonomy.org

You’re already a Freedom Phoenix reader/listener/viewer, so you need a starting point to move forward, so we've combined our 2nd Greater Reset conference in January, and by John Bush has been in high...
OUTGROWING TYRANNY: 13 Liberty-Learning Essentials for Every Aspect of Your Life

9. 7 Steps to Escape the Rat Race - Wealthattitude (Free) - Lisa Manfredi: When she enrolled in AUTONOMY, Lisa Manfredi was already an accomplished entrepreneur... but she still had a lot of value yet to provide to the market, and she needed to scale and refine her offerings. One of the outcomes of her love of playing Robert Kiyosaki’s “Cash Flow” game online while teaching others was her Wealth Battle project. In short: Become financially resilient and independent. The only way to truly live free is to have options available to you. Learn the 7-steps to Escape the Rat Race - Wealthattitude! If you are ready to discover the path to free yourself financially visit https://www>WealthBattle.com/

10. AUTONOMY | A Self-Induced Personal Training Experience Delivering High-Value Skills for Success and a Lifestyle of Liberty | Richard Grove: A Swiss-army knife for life, AUTONOMY contains the methods you need for lifelong success, taught in 12 weeks with LIVE TIME ENROLLMENT. Heighten your self-reliance, self-confidence, and self-esteem; Out-grow your current position and improve future career prospects; Present your ideas with a winning methodology (and be taken seriously); Connect with a STRONG network of Independent, Self-Reliant, and Critical Thinking individuals from all over the world. visit https://marketplace.autonomyaug.com/

---Practical Applications---

11. 90-Day Self-Sustaining Food Kit | Aquaponics, Urban Farming | Danny Lilly: Did you know that you've likely got the option to start growing your own food quickly and affordably, even if you don't think you can? People in apartments, residences where you can't garden, indoor storage can be converted to food growing, access to the outdoors can allow you to extend in a variety of ways. What I'm pointing at is aquaponics, and its ability to help you and your family create a self-sustaining live-maintenance variety-filled food supply, and I know that the guy Danny Lilly lives in Albuquerque NM, he's an AUTONOMY graduate with a non-profit foundation, teaching how to create the liberation from food scarcity. One of his pilot projects is at a school, where children learn how to handle small investment of time and energy, can source their own food in the utility of the children’s school yards and city parks. Eventually, the students will self-sustain their own meals, farm, and even harvest their own food. Moreover, the food that the students harvest can be used to feed the families of the students, and even the school itself. This model of self-sustaining food production allows for a community-based approach to food security, promoting sustainability and reducing the need for external food sources. The students will also learn valuable life skills, such as teamwork, communication, and responsibility. The program is designed to empower students to take control of their own food security and make a positive impact on their community.

---Where Your Grandparents’ Values Can Still Be Found---

By Paul Rosenberg

If you’re like most of us, you and your great-grandparents spent your time hard at work, working hard, and improving their situation in life. It was normal in those days. But you work just as hard and make far less progress. And there is good reason for this. When Great-Gramps worked hard, he kept the money.

In those days before mass-taxation and flat currency, young men would go out to make their fortune. ("Fortune" being enough money to finance your future.) They'd go where money was being made, work hard, cooperate, learn from the older men, save, learn how to succeed, then return home as a prosperous adult.

Not every young man went out on his own, but his fortune, and some certainly failed, but these things were much easier than they are today. Gathering a fortune was common enough that it was built into the mating strategy of the time. Many women would agree to marry a bachelor because he had a "something of himself." This was generally a far healthier strategy than what developed in its wake.

The graph to the right depicts the difference between you and your great-grandfather.

The top line shows how many years of living expenses your great-grandfather would have accumulated as a hard-working young man. The bottom line shows what you can save. (And yes, this graph is based on actual data, but I would go through it all over again.)

After working for five years, Great-grandpa had seven years of living expenses in the bank. Doing the same thing, you'd have less than two.

In the modern world, everyone’s fortune is taxed away as it is being formed, and what is saved is eroded by the profligate creation of currency. Nowadays nearly everyone works all their lives, just to stay even.

With surplus removed from individuals, people can’t really save, and so they survive by taking on endless streams of loans. And that isn’t healthy.

Grandpa wasn’t really interested in you… you’re more of less the same.

This affects everything including charity. And only does the system make it almost impossible for you to give, but then you feel guilty for it. Then they give a small portion of that money they skimmed from you to the poor and call themselves additionally superior.

Your great-grandparents would be proud to help their friends and neighbors. They felt good about themselves, they felt compassion for others, and they were proud to make a world a better place. Being robbed of this heritage was far worse than the loss of surplus.

Now is the time for you to reclaim your moral confidence.

Where Virtues Still Thrive

Please don’t waste your time trying to reform a system gone mad. Things need to fail on their own, and Buckminster Fuller was only ever so right when he wrote this.

You never change anything by fighting the existing. To change something you must first create a new model and make the existing obsolete.

And I’m pleased to tell you that some of the things I’m pointing at are already happening. I’m thinking about the realm of Bitcoin… a realm in which saving still pays, and mighty.

There is a crypto-economy that is still emerging, honest dealing and good choices still make all the difference.

Silver and gold are fine too, by the way. But you have to use them. You have to buy and sell with them. Stacking them on a shelf and look- ing at them won’t build the kind of world you want to live in.

So, if you want to reclaim the honest world of our grandparents, crypto will get you there. But I’m not talking about getting rich on a speculation. I’m talking about using it in your daily life.

You can find out how to do this if you want to. They’ve got half a million grannies in El Salvador that have discovered it, for goodness sake. Get a Bitcoin wallet, get lightning, start exploring about the realm of Bitcoin… a realm in which saving still pays, and mighty.

Happy Holidays!

Richard Grove
Executive Consultant at AUTONOMY Unlim- ited, the difference between you and your great-grandfather.


---Continues on Page 36---

Richard Grove

---Thank you for tuning-in, and not dropping out!---

---Continues on Page 36---
**How To Recognize Propaganda and What You Can Do About It**

By Patrick Wood

---

**America is awash with harmful propaganda.**

---

Propaganda Defined

According to The Graduate School of Political Management at George Washington University, “Propaganda is real influence, the art of mass communication to control public opinion. It is not only what you say and what you do, it is what you don’t say and what you don’t do.”

The following is an excerpt from a book titled "Economic Forum states, “You will find an abundance of such conflicts during the founding period of America. There were verbal arguments as well as publications that published differing ideas and opinions. In some cases, it produced quite a bit of anger and bitterness.”

---

Logical Disconnect: The World Is Not What It Seemed

---

Faulty Cause and Effect: You Are Either for Science or Against It

---

The Use of a Word or Phrase that pretends to communicate but doesn’t. It often makes the bad seem good or the unpleasant seem attractive. For instance, “You aren’t poor, you are economically disadvantaged.”
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---

Logical Disconnect: The World Is Not What It Seemed

---

Faulty Cause and Effect: You Are Either for Science or Against It

---

The Use of a Word or Phrase that pretends to communicate but doesn’t. It often makes the bad seem good or the unpleasant seem attractive. For instance, “You aren’t poor, you are economically disadvantaged.”
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By Jacob Hornberger

Separate school and state

That’s the only permanent solution to the book controversy in public schools. Rather than engage in nasty power wars over which books to include in the school library, over which doctrines are going to be taught in the classroom, or which textbooks are going to be used, just separate school and state, just as our ancestors separated church and state.

There would be a free market educational system, it would be like it is in religion. People would be free to select which books to use, just separate school and state. People would be free to select which churches to attend and divide us into warring factions? The powers-that-be continue to polarize a nation in thanksgiving when the reality is to present a principled unification case for the liberation of human philosophy.

Don’t Give Up on the Blessings of Freedom

By John Whitehead

"All we are doing is giving a peace chance—John Lennon"

How do you give thanks for freedom that are being eroded?

How do you express gratitude for one’s safety when the peril posed by the American police state grow more treacherous by the day?

How do you do it?

By Tim Piccitto

We shall have world government under either or not we like it. The question is only whether world government or a return to nation states will be achieved by consent or by conquest.

There were the words of James Worthington, who is known as the Father of the federal re-
servation system.

Who lead and the so-called “elite” Davos crowd that seek to con-
trol humanity have realized that the best way to control a population isn’t to beat them into submission via a war. Don’t get me wrong, they love that, too, but the best way to subvert the population is to engineer a social credit system for control and get the masses to bag for their solution.

In the age of Covid, we are being hit by full spectrum dominance from every facet of our lives. Many of the other esteemed columnists will touch on the topic of Covid control, while I mainly focus on the monetary tyranny and how you can save yourself and your family.

If we rewind the clock to May 2020, you will certainly remember the unprecedented CARES Act and stimulus package that ensured. What you might not know is that the first $1200 payment was originally going to be up to $2000 per person. This was the plan floated by Maxine Waters as a trial balloon. The subsequent bill that passed reduced the digital dollar for a check and/or direct deposit. It was nowhere near what was discussed.

What I am saying is that we can only be hit by those who have no choice. They don’t like how a school is operating, what candidates’ religions being an important factor in the electoral campaigns.

None of those religious battles ever ended. One reason is prohibited from involving them-
selves in religion. Instead, there is a multiplicity of churches and religions from which people can choose. If they don’t like what is happening or being taught in one church or religion, they can move to another. People are not able to impose their religious views on oth-
ers through majority vote.

Separate school and state

That’s the only permanent so-
lution to the book controversy in public schools. Rather than engage in nasty power wars over which books to include in the school library, over which doctrines are going to be taught in the classroom, or which textbooks are going to be used, just separate school and state, just as our ancestors separated church and state.

With a free market educational system, it would be like it is in religion. People would be free to select which books to use, just separate school and state. People would be free to select which churches to attend and divide us into warring factions? The powers-that-be continue to polarize a nation in thanksgiving when the reality is to present a principled unification case for the liberation of human philosophy.
Biden will soon be telling us to 'build back better' on the genocide and terrorism that helped make it possible. His 'Build Back Better' agenda has been done before—with disastrous results for the average citizen.

The terror of 'Build Back Better' is being realized in its early stages by the American people.

This article examines one small part, state-sponsored food depri-
vation, of the "Build Back Better" strategy which first destroys a na-
tion before building it back "better".

Food As a Destructive Force

Food rots and ultimately food wars are coming. Food deprivation will be used in the near future, to help America to her knees and force compliance from a population that is the cornerstone of the current takeover of our government that has just taken place.

In the previous installment of the survival series, the following facts were established:

1. Bill Gates has become the largest owner of American farmland.
2. Biden's new 45% capital gains tax, with no offsets, will make it impossible for the vast majority of families to save.
3. The food supply chain is permanently broken. Fertil-
izer prices are through the roof.
4. The meat packing plants are still closed.
5. Large corporate farms are growing at an alarming rate.

Food is a basic need of life and it is presently being used as a weapon. I have written about the Holocaust before, as it is a useful example of what could happen if the current trends are not reversed.

Food resources, and for the domestic population, were tightly controlled. The targets were the American civilian population. The Nazis were determined to destroy the will of the people, cut off access to food, and to make it impossible for the American people to supply themselves.

The Historical Precedent of Using Food as a Weapon

The two most notable examples of dictators using food as a weapon are the Holocaust and Stalin's Great Famine. Both are examples of what could happen if the current trends are not reversed.

There is also another element that should be noted. Food is controlled by a few people and it is a tool that can be used to manipulate and control the population. When food is withheld or made unavailable, the population is forced to obey and follow orders.

The choice is ours, if we want it.

Don't Give Up on the Blessings of Freedom
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All it takes is one person to start a chain reaction.

For instance, a few years ago in Honolulu, a very quiet, mild, and unassuming guy named Louie--who was very well-liked and respected in Panama City Beach, Florida--decided to do just that. He was one of those who had tried to help ended up stranded, on a shore line, usually a point of no return, with no one to turn to. One by one, they linked hands together, formed a chain, and began passing the stranded victims of the rip current down the line.

John Lennon tried to imagine a world in which all things would be right. As Lennon reminded his listeners, "War is over, if you want it." There's something to be said for working to make that dream a reality.

Because we cannot allow the government of our day to simply accept the status quo and continue as usual. We must fight for our freedom and take action to protect our rights and liberties.

Constitution

The Constitution is a document that guarantees the rights and freedoms of the American people. It was written to ensure that the government would be held accountable and that the people would have a voice in the decision-making process.

The American people have a duty to hold our elected officials accountable and to vote in candidates who will work for their interests.
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The Shocking Reason Why Air Ambulances are So Expensive and What You Can Do To Protect You and Your Family

By Tim Gustafson

As surprising as this may be, air ambulances are not classified as a medical expense. Due to the deregulation of the air ambulance industry, air ambulances are considered a common carrier. The FAA is the only governing body, which means that any Department of Insurance for any state, Medicare, Tricare, VA, ACA, or private insurance companies need to do what the FAA tells them. In short: the air ambulance industry can charge whatever they want.

In 2020, the average charge of an air ambulance was $32,481.30. The average charge of a ground ambulance was $1,162.50. To put this in perspective, a private satellite network that would have been a solution for a large company is in 2020 $43,849.00.

Approximately, 67% of all air ambulance charges are due to transport fees. 33% of the air ambulance picking you up at the scene of the accident.

As you may know: It's up to you, if you don't do the right thing, you may not have the chance to live. If you need help, or you or a loved one is involved in an accident you can get assistance by calling 800-288-5711.

Medical Transportation Coverage By Land or Air - Anywhere

The insurance companies take a 100% profit of all the medical records the states were to be transferred to a more free market. They know they have a 95% chance of getting the claim paid. They have the advantage in the negotiation because they know what the state trend is. The state will determine if there is a “no fault” system.

I'm a big fan of transparency. We have the capability to build it by using browsing systems and blockchain. And access to all of this data is free, you can access it without paying anything. It is in the public interest to know what is going on.

I'm not proposing to destroy the private ownership of the insurance companies, but I am proposing a way to force them to do what they say. MASA’s motto is truth and compassion. The associations say what they do and what they promise. If you need help, or you or a loved one is involved in an accident you can get assistance by calling 800-288-5711.

I would like to see the consumer get involved in the process. The consumer is the one who pays for the service. They have the right to know what they are paying for. They have the right to choose the service they want. They have the right to choose the provider they want. They have the right to choose the price they are willing to pay.

I'm not proposing to destroy the private ownership of the insurance companies, but I am proposing a way to force them to do what they say. MASA’s motto is truth and compassion. The associations say what they do and what they promise. If you need help, or you or a loved one is involved in an accident you can get assistance by calling 800-288-5711.
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Inside Italy and Europe’s Fight for Freedom

By Alessandro Fusillo

Italy and Europe are right in the middle of what future historians will aptly call World War III. The Book of War (in the words of Lord Shang, the basic text of Chinese legalism, says, that a King, if he wants to be powerful and invincible, first of all needs to learn how to wage war against his own subjects. Only once he will have learned this kind of war, will he be ready for wars to conquer further territories and subjects. Who will lose World War III? Here the answer is very easy. As in any other war the people will lose it.

Why Italy and why Europe? The explanation comes from history. The current war, put in its right historical context, seems far less strange than a casual onlooker may think. Old Europe and its American outposts on the other side of the Atlantic are the cradle of what is called Western Civilization. In a nutshell it is the – probably fortuitous – result of the fusion between ancient Roman and Greek culture and the Christian revolution. When the Roman Empire committed a fiscal suicide strangling itself with the unbearable weight of its own bureaucracy, standing army, and government officials the baffled barbarians, who were often hailed as liberators, were the unwelcoming heirs to a cultural tradition that, as Sennett says in his wonderful book, inadvertently had invented the individual. The individual was the creator of capitalism and of the ideas that would later lead to the tradition of liberalism. Since the Middle Ages Italy was the place where capitalism was invented, commerce, double-entry bookkeeping, banking, navigational skills were the features of the astonishing Italian economic development. This led to an incredibly rich country that always awaked feu appetites from any European power that had the occasion to grab a piece of the great Italian pie. Italians always were too busy making money or creating works of art or discovering new worlds to be distracted by such a dirty game of politics. Only the worst among them deemed politics as an honourable occupation. Machiavelli’s describable political philosophy is a case in point.

What Italians simply did, without bothering too much about finding a philosophical explanation, was explained first by the Spanish School of Salamanca and later by the English liberal tradition. This gave rise to the one and only experiment in human history of a government that, at least in its beginnings, had the mission to leave the people alone and to limit itself to the bare minimum. Meanwhile we know that this is a simple program, such as the monster is when it is born, it will develop to a Leviathan. Despite the blatant betrayal of the American founding fathers by their unworthy descendants, the United States of America managed to become the richest and the most powerful country in the world because it left free reign to human ingenuity and to the power of individual freedom. Admittedly, not all that glitters is gold and not all that is invented: commerce, double-entry bookkeeping, banking, nautical skills were the features of the astonishing Italian economic development. This led to an incredibly rich country that always awaked feu appetites from any European power that had the occasion to grab a piece of the great Italian pie. Italians always were too busy

Continues on Page 32

How to Remove Your Child From School

By David Rodriguez

Smart parents are now removing their children from the government schools. This move may seem like a scary decision. But it is actually one of the most liberating, inspiring, and enabling decisions you and your family will make for generations to come.

In this article, we will review a few tips and strategies that will help you get started and extend the school process immediately.

The most difficult part of the process is to overcome our over-stigmatized fears and social isolation. We all have them, but the state and corporate media invest heavily in convincing us that we are small and insignificant because they’re afraid of us discovering the truth. There are strong and powerful beings on earth with a purpose.

Removing children from the tax-payer funded indoctrination centers seems to be the most powerful solution for families who can see the terrible harm schools are doing to our children. The criminality of the state schooling system is becoming quite apparent to millions of parents because of the forced vaccines, insane gender confusion curriculum, and one-size-fits-all policies.

Plus, the educational reform movement has either moved too slow or with too little benefit to the children and their parents.

So how do we begin the exodus?

With our thoughts, attitudes, and beliefs about education. Here are three fundamental beliefs that you’re invited to adopt, or at least consider:

1. The world is the classroom.
2. The mass murdering psychopathic criminal gang known as U.S. government were certainly a fact. He was condemned to die in prison for creating an e-commerce website called Silk Road. At Freez on.org, you can support and learn more about him. My evaluation of that situation determined repeating his fate could be avoided by having zero involvement in transactions. Agorist would simply provide information about their businesses with how to contact them.

Knowing a bit about the more or less open or closed government makes a difference. You need to be informed about what is going on in the country to avoid becoming a victim of the government.

For further protection, the site would be mirrored on IPFS (InterPlanetary File System). It is a widely distributed file storage system which supports publishing of websites in a manner which can’t be censored. For more about agorism, the philosophy according to which business could be free, if they met a few simple criteria. All business listings would be free, if they met a few simple criteria. All business listings would be free, if they met a few simple criteria.

Continues on Page 28

A search began in 2019 for agorist websites where any business could be listed. That would help with transition away from the banking system which is a monstrous parasite upon society. A couple of sites were found, but neither was able to accept new listings at the time. After contacting them and waiting a while, it became obvious that a new solution was needed.

For more about agorism, the real free market without aggression or state involvement, visit Agorism info.

With nearly 3-decades of webmastering experience, creating something was double. What should such a website be like? Considerable thought was given to the project, a website hosting service was needed which is skilled in re-sisting attacks by state actors. Agorist hosting.com was chosen for this reason, plus the agorist nature of their business which accepts crypto as payment.

For further protection, the site would be mirrored on IPFS (InterPlanetary File System). It is a widely distributed file storage system which supports publishing of websites in a manner which can’t be censored and is extremely difficult to block.

To assure adoption as widely as possible, listings of agorist businesses would be free, if they met a few simple criteria. All business listings must not violate the non-aggression principle, plus include forms of payment outside the banking system, like: crypto, silver, money order, barter, etc., in addition to cash. Crypto exchangers must not require KYC (know your customer) private information from people. Bank transfers of any kind won’t qualify

As an agorist form of payment. In an era of viral Facebook groups people just provide the information required for the transaction. Standardizing the format helps with browser page searches and possible migration into a static content management system at some point, if needed due to rapid growth.

The site would be funded by relatively low-cost advertising, 3 months for two ounces of 999 silver bullion; $2.75 in pre-1965 silver coins (dimes, quarters, and halves). Alternatively, cash or crypto in an amount equivalent to buying 2-oz of physical silver bullion paid with crypto at Roberts & Roberts rbi.co/silver . Ads would appear in the left and right sidebars on all pages, rotated occasionally so everyone gets some time at the top of a side. Advertisers must also be agorists, sat-
How to Win the War on Cash
Continued from Page 3

By Brian Sovryn


Time for a history lesson. You may not realize this (relax, most don’t, but computers were never meant to network together. Hill, decades before the word “networks” wasn’t even originally used for when PCs would interconnect with each other. It used to call them “workgroups.”

Remember Windows 3.1 for Workgroups? Maybe you don’t, but that’s alright, it was a thing before the internet as we know it. In fact, do you realize the first web browser for Windows PCs – which were the only way to access the planet wide web? Well it was originally developed and then released under the name Mosaic, later used by Androl! – didn’t have a web browser until 1995, and even then it was intended for users of Windows by default?

Windows was around for a decade before even a web browser was in it. That’s readyness, isn’t it? Is it?

Consider that the foundation of everything we understand a computer means thinking of some technology of the PC you use at work, the phone in your pocket or the software that is connected to your TV, or the smartphone and web browser – were not intended to be interconnected with the rest of the world.

NOTE: Certainly, there were dreams and schemes of computer users being interconnected since the 1960s [3E]. The Mother of All Demons, Stanford Research Institute], but remember that at the same time it was considered laughable that everyone people would ever have computers in their homes. The thinking was that computers were only meant for corporations, governments, and military – but it happened! Ha! The hubs!

Continued from Page 21

Black Market Fridays and Agorist.Market

By Brian Sovryn

The number of business listing on the site also exploded. Today we have 241 agorist businesses listed, with more frequently added.

At the end of 2020 I added the Freedom Posts main menu item to Agorist.Market with publication of FREEDOM AGENDA 21 which is now at the bottom of that linked page. That timeless article presented many ways to achieve more freedom in your life, including agorist activism.

In June of 2021, Erin expanded this activism to every Friday with BlackMarketFridays.com which now also redirects to Agorist.Market. New banners were added and the site and Gone Ross was added to raise visibility of supporting him.

In October 2021 we had 5,048 visits to the home page that redirected to the IPFS version of the site which has no statistics capability (that’s real privacy). We don’t know how many more went direct to IPFS.

People are encouraged to bookmark the IPFS website address, in case the site goes down. There is also a decentralized version of the IPFS website which now also redirects to Agorist.Market.

Freedom Posts main menu item to Agorist.Market.

The business listings would now not be interrupted by state actors block the Agorist.Market.

Growth of Agorist.Market was prediction in 2013 which later included a web domain BlackMarket.

Ernie visits with James Corbett of Freedom’s Phoenix on Wednesday evenings. There were 47 before Black Friday 2020 when we were visiting about solutions and the idea of redirecting BlackMarketFriday info to Agorist.Market was hatched. They called and we decided during that to move to a new platform. After getting everything in place, Corbett Report Interview, in 2012 featured Black Market Friday and Agorist.Market to promote the solution was a huge success. We had over 200,000 visits on Black Friday for exceeding expectations. It even took down the site for a few minutes when the site’s attack protection was caught up, requiring overnight work. Meanwhile, the IPFS version of the website was unharmed, because IPFS just gets faster with more traffic.

The same pushback motive is ongoing today. But why? Yes, tax authorities don’t like cash but they believe the tax law now applies only to second-hand copper.
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Eagle coins and also benefit from a premium cost than Silver American trillion Philharmonics and Australian currency. Commonly available in their national or regional denominations, each coin is full of liberty messaging and is dated 1964 or before, it's 90% silver and 10% copper. The Silver Eagles were $1.00, and the rest was U.S. dollars and coins. So I was, in fact, only giving them $40 for the gun and 7% on that was a less than 7.5% on $1200.

He thought for a moment and said, "Huh, I paid a thousand dollars for that gun and I didn't just lose $900". Understanding that he was a collector of anything to his profit and to his line and thus the cost we referred to as Wallet Voting.

When the new calculations and reduced sales tax, he gave me two more 50 round of 9mm a hundred silver rounds of the rest of my silver and helped me calculate on that.

My point is, we don't have to wait for the US Dollar to crash or echo this. It's all about how you use the money we use. It's getting easier to find folks that are eager to accept something besides gold for declining dollars for their effort or products. Such as a 10x40×40 rifle scope with a barrel for things you have or skills you possess and ask those you deal with if they are interested in bartering for the goods or services you offer.

He put the brand new H&K bolt action rifle and sent it to a third-party retailer for an estimated $1500.

I pulled out two tubes of Silver American Eagles. We discused the comparison between the two and I was interested in the story behind or the history of the Mint and the reason for the difference in silver prices. I pulled the tubes out of my silver bars and asked the salesmen to show me the silver content in my backyard chicken egg for silver.

It doesn't hurt to ask, and you may end up getting a deal or motivation to offer that extra for you.

Tom Frey is President of Rob-ers Brothers Incorporates, Pensacola, Fl. https://www.rbh.com

I might have chuckled a bit and said, "I saw out front, you don't appear to have any trouble selling these things." He replied with a grin. "You're not the first to ask."

Continued from Page 5

One drawback is these coins aren't convenient fractions of a Troy ounce. When we talk about gold, silver isn't convenient fractions of a Troy ounce. Nearly every other commodity such as cotton, grains and rounds exist, but premiums on these "fractional coins" tend to have virtually no collector value. That name referred to as "Junk Silver". That name is dated 1964 or before, it's 90% silver and 10% copper. The Silver Eagles were $1.00, and the rest was U.S. dollars and coins. So I was, in fact, only giving them $40 for the gun and 7% on that was a less than 7.5% on $1200.

But even at these higher prices, it is less expensive than Silver Eagles which don't provide the ability to barter in less than one ounce increments. The recognition is easy. We're all sirs, quarters, and half-dollars. Is it silver? Check the date of the coin against the dates on the tube of fakes since you'd likely have to pay extra to purchase genuine bullion coins to make a bad dime, bad RO.

90% silver US coins are also legal tender – lawful money. What does that mean? It means that the Federal government minted coins! But even at these higher prices, it is less expensive than Silver Eagles which don't provide the ability to barter in less than one ounce increments. The recognition is easy. We're all sirs, quarters, and half-dollars. Is it silver? Check the date of the coin against the dates on the tube of fakes since you'd likely have to pay extra to purchase genuine bullion coins to make a bad dime, bad RO.

In an almost too serious way, he said, "You're not leaving with any of that." Not a hint of a smile on his face.

"Um, what do you mean?" I replied with a gulp.

"Do you have some 45 ammo for me?" He asked, pointing at the firearm.

Continued from Page 24

Precious Metals for Barter or Exchange

By Vin Suprynowicz

A LITTLE BACK- DROP: AT LEAST AT THE TIME OF THIS TAKEN THE MASKS OFF.

The Demo- crats can’t get through the motions of holding “budget hear- ings” at which a member of either party might ask what’s this $50 million to provide court translators for illegal aliens who say they ought to be able to stay in America because they’re not fluent in English? What are these tax transfers to Democratic street soldiers who shoot cops and burn down whole neighborhoods? Are we now paying for their pro- pected roles of BRICKS? And why are we shutting down more refineries and petrochemical plants like Corn in New England and the Midwest are about to descend into a Deep Freezing. Are you ready?

No, it, two thousands of pages a strike line 17 USC, 309-point-33 and insert the phrase in every paragraph that is a "case" – googlesbuck no one claims anything like this or anything like anything else, or any thing or cause any more inflation or rage on the College. I thought why not? If it gets the job done. Inflation.

After indicating a strong preference for silver, he has magnificently found that in essence I paid if I wanted to pay full list price in silver. Since most of ships online were asking 125-150% over list, I figured it wasn’t worth it.

He thought for a moment and said, "Huh, I paid a thousand dollars for that gun and I didn’t just lose $900". Understanding that he was a collector of anything to his profit and to his line and thus the cost we referred to as Wallet Voting.

When the new calculations and reduced sales tax, he gave me two more 50 round of 9mm a hundred silver rounds of the rest of my silver and helped me calculate on that.

My point is, we don’t have to wait for the US Dollar to crash or echo this. It’s all about how you use the money we use. It’s getting easier to find folks that are eager to accept something besides gold for declining dollars for their effort or products. Such as a 10x40×40 rifle scope with a barrel for things you have or skills you possess and ask those you deal with if they are interested in bartering for the goods or services you offer.

He put the brand new H&K bolt action rifle and sent it to a third-party retailer for an estimated $1500.

I pulled out two tubes of Silver American Eagles. We discused the comparison between the two and I was interested in the story behind or the history of the Mint and the reason for the difference in silver prices. I pulled the tubes out of my silver bars and asked the salesmen to show me the silver content in my backyard chicken egg for silver.

It doesn’t hurt to ask, and you may end up getting a deal or motivation to offer that extra for you.

Tom Frey is President of Rob-ers Brothers Incorporates, Pensacola, Fl. https://www.rbh.com

I might have chuckled a bit and said, "I saw out front, you don’t appear to have any trouble selling these things." He replied with a grin. "You’re not the first to ask."

Continued from Page 5
An awful truth that most developers and tech company CEOs don’t want to admit is that many of the security exploits, malware, and cyberattacks that plague every computer (including your smartphone) often come down to the fact that the code running on the computer that is your endpoint in the network was in the wild. Security wasn’t a concern, because the software developers’ sensibilities, their code would never leave your computer. You were not actually using someone else’s computer. And would you trust someone else’s computer? Not at all! A corporation or government wouldn’t ever look at your data without bursting into your home and stealing your PC, and back then people/communities didn’t look to kindly on that kind of intrusion.

Is this shortsightedness on the developer’s part? Or did they realize something that elucidates our present interconnected society?

I would argue the latter. And that why you should trust, literally in your data/information local. You can consider this the digital version of the popular “Go Local” campaigns. And just like it’s easy to find a jar of honey from a local farm/developer’s part? Or did they realize something that elucidates our present interconnected society?

I would argue the latter. And that why you should trust, literally in your data/information local. You can consider this the digital version of the popular “Go Local” campaigns. And just like it’s easy to find a jar of honey from a local farm, it’s equally easy to get control of your data, and this requires a certain agility of devices and app choices. And in our modern interconnected world, you have two options: Apple. 1. Everything else. Apple does a lot of things right, especially when it comes to security. But Apple is also friendless to give using the apps and offering control (and it’s only getting worse), and if you use Apple products for what we’re discussing, it essentially forces you into the choices Apple makes in your circle of app products. In my opinion, that’s not a good way to start.

But now two things are every bit as important as that: Windows, Android, Linux, Chromebooks. Whatever’s available. “Everything else” (but’s easy to do 2.) to start a third-party who also has a PC, I mean, that’s enough for you to have a computer with a computer for your own computer’s computers/servers/Cloud, so when you get up and taking control, making sure they have plenty of storage (128 GB or more), but also have an option for expandable storage, shows you can have microSD card slots where you can add more storage for devices that rest securely in the device.

So now you have your Android smartphone and/or your laptop/PC available, and are now ready to start installing software, and any data and communications.

SIDE OPTION: We could do an “Android smartphone and/or a NAS (Network Attached Storage) that not only becomes your own personal server, but your own personal server and very own personal data and services, and only has you (or you and your family) as the only ones that can access it, and rest assured that all others can access it only if you want to. You are the one who controls your data and communications.

So now you have your Android smartphone and/or your laptop/PC available, and are now ready to start installing software, and any data and communications.

SIDE OPTION: We could do an “Android smartphone and/or a NAS (Network Attached Storage) that not only becomes your own personal server, but your own personal server and very own personal data and services, and only has you (or you and your family) as the only ones that can access it, and rest assured that all others can access it only if you want to. You are the one who controls your data and communications.

The following is a small snippet of the full article. The full article can be found on [link](https://almond.stanford.edu/).
How to Remove Your Child from School
Continued from Page 29

2. Teaching is more of a function than if it is a job or career.
3. The love of learning is the most important ability for success.

In effect, we are reeducating education and what we truly want for our children.

For the next step, you’ll be wondering what to DO AFTER you disenroll your child from the government school. (To disenroll them you can tell the front office verbally, or in writing, depending on your school district.)

This is the best part! You can do whatever you want.

Now, I realize this may scare some of you, and that’s normal, because we are accustomed to being told what to do in order to follow our natural curiosities and personal goals. So, let’s review some education options for your child:

Homeschooling is when you create an atmosphere where personal learning can occur. This is easier to do than you might think because you are accustomed to being told what to do instead of following our natural curiosities and personal passions. Homeschooling provides the freedom to choose anything your child is interested in (a la unschooler, in some communities) so they’ll be able to create their life’s direction and success, starting at a young age.

Private Schooling is enrolling your child into a respectful school that doesn’t force them to do things they disapprove of, like gender curricular vaccines, etc. Some good models with a national presence are Action Academy, Agile Learning Centers, Northfield, Northfield Learning Centers, and Sudbury schools.

These are good because they have focus on self-direction. Some even have scholarships or special discounts, if necessary. If necessary, they’re better than charter schools because they don’t have the state’s arbitrary standards, tests, and coercion, which is what ruins authentic education.

Community college is where your teenager can take classes that they’re interested in for a relatively inexpensive price. This is smart because your teenager may not know what they’re passionate about or passionate for. Here they’ll experience a glimpse of the adult world, including freedom to attend or not. I recommend you pay for a portion of or all of the classes they take.

Apprenticeships are a proven method for someone with little experience (your teenager) to learn something from someone with a lot of experience. A mentorship is what your teenager must be willing to trade their time for. Learn the way hardworking teens have lots of time, experience, and passion for what they’re doing. Even if there are no formal apprenticeships one can be weekending, or more like an internship. They will need to know what they want to gain from getting an apprenticeship and what they require on their part. The goal is to make it possible for your child to attend an apprenticeship and/or mentorship with your child’s teacher. Praxis offers an online platform.

Online platforms are where your child can learn virtually anything. Sometimes these sites are free, like Udemy, Udacity, Coursera, and Udacity. These are amazing on-demand learning websites, so your child can read, watch, and listen to virtually any subject by the world’s top teachers and experts. Much of the information is free, which is why the love of learning is so important. Here it drives your child to learn. Children want to acquire knowledge and personal growth when it’s not forced on them. Freedom to choose is very powerful, especially if it takes years for one to realize.

As a parent who is considering being your child’s teacher in a self-directed school system, you may be worried about this decision, yes?

So, let’s directly face some possibilities that are sure to be a way to conquer it.

Common concerns parents have:

1. “Am I going to ruin my child’s life?”
2. “Am I qualified to be my child’s teacher?”
3. “Where will my child make friends?”
4. “How will they learn important life skills, like math and science?”

These are very popular questions and millions of parents ask them every year. Let’s answer them now.

“Am I going to ruin my child’s life?”

Certainly not. You love your child more than anyone on earth. With sincere love, you have better intentions, actions, and wishes for your child than any schoolteacher ever could. Why? Because you have a long-term emotional interest in your child’s success, happiness, and health. Your happiness is strongly influenced by their happiness. This isn’t the case with most teachers. Although, there are loving teachers in the world, most will never know your child by the start of the next school year.

“My mother was a loving teacher, so I know there are some angels in the classroom.”

Since you plan on being in your child’s life for the foreseeable future, and you are themselves a motley’s learning genius, naturally gravitating towards others who are, you can overcome your sincere love for your child is going to ruin their life.

“Am I qualified to be my child’s teacher?”

Definitely yes. You have already taught your child to walk, to talk, to eat, all of the time. There is no reason why! These are already amazing accomplishments. Your child is born as a learning genius. All you need to do is have the right type of environment, which is your sincere love for your child.

Do you love your child as much as they need you to love them, and can you provide them with that love? Do you believe in your child? Do you believe in yourself? Do you believe in the love of learning? These are all important to look at before pursuing this path.

“Where will my child make friends?”

”It’s easier to do than you might think because you are accustomed to being told what to do instead of following our natural curiosities and personal passions. Homeschooling provides the freedom to choose anything your child is interested in (a la unschooler, in some communities) so they’ll be able to create their life’s direction and success, starting at a young age.
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OZARKS AERCRETE DOMESTEAD

By Mike Swatek

Last summer my wife and I sold our retirement place in my native Ozarks. We still own a home on a forested plot near a bubble peak and a good place to cash out. After the reconfiguration, she got her place ready, and it sold in a day. It was time to begin the planning for her new home.

She asked me for building ideas. Alternative home construction methods have been an interest for many years. So, based on the information accumulated, what I would build for myself today was described. In response, she said, “let’s do that.” The project was born.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The location is in the Western Ozarks. It is a forested area, mostly oak, with some nice topography.

The main living area is a 30 ft diameter with a closed and large square lantern in the walls. There will be sixteen 3 ft diameter walls for the kitchen, and a 9 ft diameter wall for the living room. The entire structure will be covered with a 20 ft diameter roof. The roof will be poured 14 November. Again, this is a new structure, and we are using new materials.

The spacious bedrooms are 20 ft diameter with a closet and large square lantern in the walls. Also, there will be a 20 ft diameter roof. The roof will be poured 14 November. Again, this is a new structure, and we are using new materials.

The main living area is a 30 ft diameter with a closet and large square lantern in the walls. There will be sixteen 3 ft diameter walls for the kitchen, and a 9 ft diameter wall for the living room. The entire structure will be covered with a 20 ft diameter roof. The roof will be poured 14 November. Again, this is a new structure, and we are using new materials.

PROJECT STATUS

The project began with tree cutting and creating a clear a car path and the building site mid-August. We started buying materials which may become hard to get. Our first full mold of 11 blocks was poured 11 November. Again, this is a new structure, and we are using new materials.

Black water treatment uses a vermicomposting flush toilet system to provide nutrients for food trees. Visit VermiConSizingProj.com for more information.

The spacious bedrooms are 20 ft diameter with a closet and large square lantern in the walls. Also, there will be a 20 ft diameter roof. The roof will be poured 14 November. Again, this is a new structure, and we are using new materials.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.
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A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.

A sunroom is opposite the bedroom dome. The spacious bedroom dome is 30 ft north of the main dome’s front entrance, connected with covered gradual stairs up and landings at both ends. It will have 10 and 12 ft roll-up doors, 2 walk-through doors and 3 windows. The roof will be used for water collection, solar water storage, and plumbing and electrical feed which run under and outside the slab. The full-size wood shop will be added later.
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Italians still remain “shopkeepers”
of the Western Liberal Civilization.

The government doesn’t care that every
hour of tens of thousands of
people is wasted on procedures
that the original Rothbardians,
who were libertarians, thought
were as pure as possible. We don’t com-
plain about it, and this is shameful.

It’s very sad that the Italian
healthcare workers don’t have
the primary months of their
tasks. It is necessary to have
a so-called “green pass” (a barcode
passport) that you either had a full vaccination
against Covid-19 or a PCR test not
older than 48 hours or you are
recovered from Covid-19 (not earlier
than six months ago) to use inter-
regional means of transportation,
to eat in a restaurant, to enter any
workplace. Anyone who doesn’t comply,
on top of risking significant
fines, will be suspended from work
without any payment. Doctors who
dare to voice some reasons of dis-
sent against the governmental
vaccination mandate will be removed from
the official register which is a con-
dition for working. Attorneys who
defend clients unwilling to undergo
the compulsory vaccination face
greater threats and possi-
bly suspensions or dismissal. We
are in a fledged sanitary dicta-
ture. The contribution to the dis-
order have been and will be help.

Yet, in a Churchillian
fashion, many of us have
to turn the beaches, on the
landing grounds, without any problems. As
for me, I don’t understand
why? This doesn’t mean
that I shall never surrender
like a popular tune goes in the pub-
ic. Demonstrations “I am done
circling in the nunnas malia”
people like us who had tools for the
American people’s escape. Escape
from enslavement to freedom, from
Enslavement to Freedom, from
Ignorance to Enlightenment,
from Dependence to Independence,
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Open Ocean Medicine facilitates the ability of healers and customers to build a relationship of mutual respect and consent. Concerns about experimental treatments, prohibited plants, controversial procedures, bootleg phar
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As for flying East next Spring, I survived the lamentable transformation of our nation’s once charming and attractive seasides into bitterly ‘flight attendants’ more reminis-
cence of Bliss, She-Wolf of the SS. I then subsequently survived the gleeful use of the SS attacks by the airlines corporate bean-counters as an excuse to replace hot-in-flight meals with nothing but little bags of fish-shaped cheese crackers (till those of us wise enough to purchase a “Subway” sandwich and stow it in our carry-on have now learned to buy two, a second one to share rath-
er than watch our seat-mates stare at us like starving Displaced Per-
sons as we chow down somewhere over Cincinnati.) But I fear the prospect of breathing through a medically use-
less face-diaper for six hours or more— an indignity soon to be greatly enhanced by the imposition of “Proof of Vaccination and Six-
Times-A-Year Booster Compliance; Internal Passports, presumably to be downloaded through some ‘app’ onto a cell phone I don’t pos-
tion will be to weld the nation together. A slender crisis in our nation and the
sustainable energy and a majority of citizens? Principles
of government is widely viewed as being
a majority of citizens? Principles
stand on their own. Even if a crim-
nal act is committed for a good
purity, between the State taking
property and a street gang doing
say, “unless you’re the government.”
people do not accept that analogy, because the
government is widely viewed as being
a majority of citizens? Principles
stand on their own. Even if a crim-
nal act is committed for a good
purity, between the State taking
property and a street gang doing
say, “unless you’re the government.”
people do not accept that analogy, because the
government is widely viewed as being
a major-
ities; even if those people (call themselves the government); it is
an act of criminal aggres-
sion.

Where Your Grandparents’ Values Can Still Be Found
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Let start doing business. If the granr DDS can do it, so can you; you
only have to try.

In the crypto-economy, there’s
no one with a monopoly on the
money supply, and no one who
can divert everything by printing
money as they like. In the crypto-
economy things are honest, and
that breeds virtues... just like it did
in Grandpa’s days. 
So, if you want to work in a vir-

ture-based economy, if you want to build as honest and
and unfair world (it
still won’t be per-
fekt), if you want to actually matter in the world... then
the answer is sitting right in front of
you. So, how badly do you actually want this?

Year End 2021: The State of the World
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Be Bold! Be Brave! Be The Change!

By Tina Marie

We are far sicker than most developed countries dare to admit. Chronic disease spending is now more per capita on health care than any other developed country which should be renamed, “sick care.” The industry first creates the problem, and then they sell a solution. It is the most devious but brilliant and prof- itable cycle of all. The health care system is focused on treating the symptoms. As Aldous Huxley astutely points out, “Medical science has made such tremendous progress there’s hardly a healthy human left. It is all by design!” After over 24 years researching health and natural heal- ing, what I have discovered is that North American health care systems are the leading cause of death in North America.

What is the third leading cause of death in the US that most doctors won’t tell you? According to a John Hopkins University, the an- swer is MEDICAL ERROR! The Doctors. Medical errors. The Johns Hopkins study states, “More than 250,000 people a year, 250,000 only in the US, ‘die from medical errors.’” This includes surgeries gone wrong, hospital-acquired infections, drug inter- hapts with prescription drugs, like receiving the wrong ones, or fatal hospital acquired infections, mis-

In 1997, after a YEAR of suffering with stomach pains, and told him he only had a few months to live. He refused chemo. Brilliant of him, but I had no idea just how smart that decision was at the time. With- out hesitation I began my research into natural healing. I refused to be- lieve the doctors who gave no hope. My grandfather had seen enough friends that had suffered from the poisoning of chemotherapy only to die anyway – and he wasn’t going to duplicate the path of poisoning himself to death. In my research, I quickly discovered that the body is capable of healing, when given what it needs to thrive, and is cut off from toxicity. I read countless stories of people who were told they wouldn’t live past a few weeks or months, who were still sharing their stories 10 – 25 years later! My grandfa- ther embarked on a holistic path of healing his body, with me cheering him on every step of the way. He saw progress, and was feeling better, until a stroke landed him back into hospital’s “care,” where they basal- ly starved his body to death on the palliative floor (the floor where they wait for the patient to die). Absol- utely sickening. They took away the body. It’s criminal. It’s evil. I was forever changed by the experience, and was determined to do deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying!

The number two cause of death -- CANCER! Cancer research was my introduction into the rabbit hole, after my grandfather was di- agnosed with stomach cancer, back in 1997, after a YEAR of suffering with stomach pains, and told him he only had a few months to live. He refused chemo. Brilliant of him, but I had no idea just how smart that decision was at the time. With- out hesitation I began my research into natural healing. I refused to be- lieve the doctors who gave no hope. My grandfather had seen enough friends that had suffered from the poisoning of chemotherapy only to die anyway – and he wasn’t going to duplicate the path of poisoning himself to death. In my research, I quickly discovered that the body is capable of healing, when given what it needs to thrive, and is cut off from toxicity. I read countless stories of people who were told they wouldn’t live past a few weeks or months, who were still sharing their stories 10 – 25 years later! My grandfa- ther embarked on a holistic path of healing his body, with me cheering him on every step of the way. He saw progress, and was feeling better, until a stroke landed him back into hospital’s “care,” where they basal- ly starved his body to death on the palliative floor (the floor where they wait for the patient to die). Absol- utely sickening. They took away the body. It’s criminal. It’s evil. I was forever changed by the experience, and was determined to do deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, detoxifying, deep, det